


Here are this week’s spelling words.

You have two minutes to memorise the ten spellings. When the timer stops, 
see how many times you can write them on your whiteboard.

Start

creature

picture

nature

furniture

capture

culture

moisture

future

gesture

structure



The movement of a 
body part, often the 

hand or head to 
show a feeling or 

instruction.

The arrangement of 
parts put together, 
like in a building.

Match the pictures or the explanations to each of these 
‘ture’ words.

picture gesture structure creature furniture

furniture creature

gesture structure

picture



A verb meaning to 
take control or get 
something by force.

The ideas, customs 
and behaviour of a 
group of people or 
society; the arts.

Match the pictures or the explanations to each of these 
‘ture’ words.

moisture capture nature future culture

future moisture nature

capture culture



Each of these sentences contain one of the ten ‘ture’ words 
and a preposition. Can you find them?

“Help! There is a weird looking creature under my bed,” 
the boy shrieked.

The bananas in the cake are what give it its moisture.

Hull was named the 2017 UK City of Culture following on from 
Derry-Londonderry, Northern Ireland.

creature

Culture

moisture



Each of these sentences contain one of the ten ‘ture’ words 
and a preposition. Can you find them?

Astonishingly, the artist’s exquisite furniture is all made out 
of cardboard.

The dynamic photograph manages to capture the dangers of 
rock climbing.

The doctor’s mind-boggling time machine is designed to catapult you 
into the future.

furniture

future

capture



Each of these sentences contain one of the ten ‘ture’ words 
and a preposition. Can you find them?

The children have worked collaboratively on the picture on their school.

The architect has designed a magnificent structure for the new building.

Many children’s television programmes have demonstrated how to 
appreciate nature and look after the plants and animals around us.

picture

nature

structure



Now it’s your turn. Use the word gesture in a sentence 
with a subordinating conjunction.

While the girl made a gesture of 
an apology to her sister, she 

didn’t really mean it.



creature

picture

nature

furniture

capture

culture

moisture

future

gesture

structure

Here are this week’s spellings to practise.




